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Abstract. A seismic array has been deployed at the Sanford Underground Research
Facility in the former Homestake mine, South Dakota, to study the underground
seismic environment. This includes exploring the advantages of constructing a thirdgeneration gravitational-wave detector underground. A major noise source would be
Newtonian noise, which is induced by fluctuations in the local gravitational field.
The hope is that a combination of a low-noise seismic environment and coherent
noise subtraction using seismometers in the vicinity of the detector could suppress
the Newtonian noise to below the projected noise floor for future gravitational wave
detectors. In this paper, we use Wiener filtering techniques to subtract coherent noise
in a seismic array in the frequency band 0.05 – 1 Hz. This achieves more than an
order of magnitude noise cancellation over a majority of this band. We show how this
subtraction would benefit proposed future low-frequency gravitational wave detectors.
The variation in the Wiener filter coefficients over the course of the day, including how
local activities impact the filter, is analyzed. We also study the variation in coefficients
over the course of a month, showing the stability of the filter with time. How varying
the filter order affects the subtraction performance is also explored. It is shown that
optimizing filter order can significantly improve subtraction of seismic noise, which
gives hope for future gravitational-wave detectors to address Newtonian noise.

PACS numbers: 95.75.-z,04.30.-w
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1. Introduction
In the next few years, a second generation of laser-interferometric gravitational-wave
(GW) detectors will start operating with the goal to directly observe GWs produced
for example by supernovae, or the merger of neutron stars and black holes. The
global network of detectors will consist of the two Advanced LIGO [1] interferometers
in Louisiana and Washington state, US, the Advanced Virgo [2] interferometer near
Pisa, Italy, GEO-HF in Hannover, Germany [3], and the KAGRA interferometer at the
Kamioka mine in Japan [4]. Gravitational waves produce changes in distance between
test masses smaller than 10−20 m over kilometer distance scales, which will hopefully be
observed by these detectors. Isolating test masses in gravitational-wave detectors from
seismic disturbances is one of the foremost challenges of the instrumental design of the
detectors. Second-generation detectors will use sophisticated seismic-isolation systems
to make possible the detection of GWs above 10 Hz. For this purpose, the isolation
systems consist of chains of coupled springs and pendulums with lowest resonance
frequencies around 1 Hz so that seismic noise well above these frequencies is suppressed
by many orders of magnitude in all rotational and translational degrees of freedom.
The goal of future detectors, such as the Einstein Telescope [5], will be to extend the
detection band to even lower frequencies. This poses an even greater challenge to the
design of the isolation system.
The mechanical, or passive, component of the isolation system is assisted by a
complex network of sensors and actuators forming the so-called active seismic isolation
[6]. Sensor data recorded on some of the mechanical stages of the passive system are
used to calculate a feedback force acting on the mechanical stage to suppress seismic
disturbances. Another variant of the active isolation scheme is the feed-forward noise
cancellation [7, 8, 9]. For example, data from a seismic sensor deployed directly on the
ground close to a test mass can be used to cancel seismic noise further down the isolation
chain, provided that there is correlation between motion of the ground and of some part
of the isolation system. Feed-forward noise cancellation has also been implemented as
part of the interferometer control using light sensors [10].
Seismic disturbances can also affect GW detector test-mass motion via gravitational
coupling circumventing the entire seismic isolation system [11, 12, 13]. This so-called
Newtonian noise (NN) has never been observed, but it is predicted to be one of the
limiting noise sources in advanced detectors at frequencies between 10 Hz and 20 Hz,
and for third-generation detectors, such as the Einstein Telescope, down to their lowest
frequencies. As it is impossible to shield a test mass from NN, another method needs
to be found to suppress it. One possibility, at least for future detectors, is to select
a site characterized by very low levels of seismic noise [14, 15]. The construction of
underground detectors has been proposed for this purpose [5]. However, this option
is costly, and does not apply to any of the existing surface sites of the LIGO and
Virgo detectors. Another idea is to attempt a feed-forward noise cancellation using
auxiliary sensors [16]. For example, gravity perturbations caused by seismic fields can
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be estimated in real time using data from an array of seismic sensors [17].
There are also concepts for a number of future low-frequency
GW detectors, called
√
−19
MANGO [18], with sensitivity goals better than 10 / Hz in the 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz band.
One class of possible detectors include atom interferometers, which contain a source of
ultracold atoms in free fall that interact multiple times with a laser. Another example
is a torsion-bar antenna, which uses tidal-force fluctuations caused by GWs which are
observed as differential rotations between two orthogonal bars, independently suspended
as torsion pendulums [19, 20]. A final possibility is using the existing Michelson
interferometer detector design optimized to low frequencies. One of the main noise
sources in this band will be the NN from seismic surface fields. The study presented in
this paper of coherent seismic-noise cancellation in the frequency range 0.05 – 1 Hz is a
first step to investigate the feasibility of a seismic NN cancellation in the same band. It
is therefore directly relevant to maximizing the sensitivity of MANGO detectors.
There are a number of important sources in the MANGO GW detector band.
Compact binaries in their inspiral and merger phase are strong possibilities [18]. Other
possible sources include supernovae as well as helioseismic and other pulsation modes.
Although interesting in their own right, these would be a foreground for the potential
detection of primordial GWs. GWs were recently possibly detected in the B-mode
polarization of the CMB background, providing confirmation of the theory of inflation
[21]. Assuming a slow roll inflationary model, this signal would correspond to a
GW energy density spectrum ΩGW ≈ 10−15 in the 0.1 Hz to 1 Hz band. Because
ΩGW (f ) ∼ SGW (f )f 3 , where SGW (f ) is the detector
power spectral density, a detector
√
√
−23
with strain sensitivity of SGW ≈ 10 / Hz in this band might have sufficient
sensitivity to detect the inflationary signal. Furthermore, due to the relatively limited
astrophysically produced foregrounds, this band appears the most promising for a direct
detection of the inflationary signal.
Therefore, there is significant motivation for exploring techniques which would
maximize the sensitivity of detectors in this band. For stationary, linear systems, the
optimal filter used for a feed-forward noise cancellation is the Wiener filter [22]. It is
calculated from correlations between data of the auxiliary sensors and data observed
at the target point where noise is to be suppressed. The parameters of the optimal
linear filter under ideal conditions are fully determined by the data correlations and the
frequency range over which noise cancellation is to be achieved. In reality though, as
will be shown in the following, filter parameters can be further optimized to account for
non-stationary properties of the data and variations of the dynamics of the system; one
possible example is temperature drift. With respect to slow changes in noise variance
or system dynamics, one can simply update the Wiener filter regularly using the latest
observed data or implement an adaptive filter technology [23]. However, as will be
shown in this paper, in the presence of non-stationary seismic noise, improvement can
also be achieved by optimizing the number of filter coefficients. This parameter is a
constant in all adaptive filter schemes known to the authors.
Wiener filtering with seismic arrays has been performed in the past to improve
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signal-to-noise ratios towards weak seismic signals [24]. In this paper, we present results
from a study of feed-forward noise cancellation by means of Wiener filters calculated
from correlations between seismic sensors of an underground array. The seismic sensors
are broadband instruments sensitive to seismic noise between about 10 mHz and 50 Hz.
The array is located at the Sanford Underground Research Facility in the Black Hills
of South Dakota [15]. The facility has 8 environmentally shielded and isolated seismic
stations at 4 different depths. The seismometers are installed on granite tiles placed
on concrete platforms connected to the bedrock. They are surrounded by a multi-layer
isolation frame of rigid thermal and acoustic insulation panels to further stabilize the
thermal environment and to achieve suppression of acoustical signals and air currents.
These seismometers have been characterized using huddle tests, and they have been
shown to have the same noise floor. Three stations with good data quality were active
during this study using data from February and March 2012: one at 800 ft depth, one
at 2000 ft, and one at 4100 ft.
In our analysis, the Wiener filters are realized as finite-impulse response (FIR)
filters. The two main parameters investigated here are the rate at which the filters are
updated, and the number of filter coefficients. A brief summary on data quality issues in
GW detectors in general, and specifically of the seismic data used in this study is given
in section 2. In section 3, the Wiener filtering method used in this work is described.
The results are given in section 4, and our conclusions are summarized in section 5.
2. Data Quality
There are two major types of data quality issues in laser-interferometric GW detector
data: spectral lines and glitches. Lines due to noise usually occur at well defined
frequencies in detector data (though some of these lines are broad and others wander)
[25, 26]. Signals can be introduced by computer clocks, periodic radio transmissions,
and other digitized signals from the equipment monitoring the detector. Periodic
environmentally triggered signals such as pumps or cooling fans, vibrational modes
of the suspension systems, and line noise due to the power supplies are other possible
sources. Anthropogenically produced noise sources are known to have broader spectra
and to wander in frequency, so these will be particularly harmful.
Despite the fact that the optical system is constructed in vacuum, and the test
masses are suspended from seismically isolated platforms, detectors are susceptible to
a variety of instrumental and environmental noise sources that decrease their detection
sensitivity [27, 28]. Short in duration, non-astrophysical transient events or glitches can
mask or mimic real signals. Environmental noise can couple into the interferometer
through mechanical vibration or because of magnetic fields which can produce forces
on magnets in the suspension systems. Seismic motion from human activity near the
sites, from wind, and from ocean waves are among the most common sources of these
disturbances. It is important for filtering methods to be robust against such artifacts, as
blindly applying a filter with inputs affected by transients could introduce noise into the
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target channel. Meadors et al. [29] successfully applied a subtraction algorithm, based
on Allen, Hua, and Ottewill’s frequency domain transfer function fitting [30] to data
from LIGO’s S6 science run to increase strain sensitivity. To overcome the transients
issue, they only applied the algorithm when the subtraction improved the sensitivity.
In this paper, the reference and target data will come from seismometers of an
underground array. Below 1 Hz, the seismic spectrum is dominated by the primary
and secondary microseismic peaks. Far from the ocean, microseisms appear with
approximately the same amplitude both above and below ground. These occur between
30 – 100 mHz, and 0.1 – 0.5 Hz respectively. This is the main source of coherent noise
we seek to subtract. A potential local source of low-frequency seismic disturbances is
wind. However, a previous study indicated that at stations at depths of 800 ft or more,
correlation between seismicity and wind speeds is insignificant (while the effect was
significant at 300 ft) [15], implying a relatively short correlation length of the respective
seismic disturbance. The strongest sources of low-frequency noise are earthquakes. The
closest or highest magnitude events can also significantly contribute to seismic motion
above 1 Hz. Above 1 Hz, previous work identified the mine as a world-class low-noise
environment [15].
Table 1 shows the locations of the seismometers used for our study at the
800 ft, 2000 ft-B, and 4100 ft-A stations. The horizontal distances between them are
Station
800 ft
2000 ft-B
4100 ft-A

Seismometer
T240
T240
STS-2

Position (E,N) (m)
(-88,124)
(-234,380)
(347,-155)

Table 1. Table detailing station information, including station names, type of
seismometer, and position relative to Yates shaft of the former Homestake mine. For
more details on the mine and available stations, please see [15]. T240 stands for
Nanometrics Trillium 240 Broadband Sensor, and STS-2 stands for Streckeisen STS-2
Broadband Sensor.

800 ft/2000 ft-B = 295 m, 800 ft/4100 ft-A = 517 m, and 2000 ft-B/4100 ft-A = 790 m,
and the total distances are 800 ft/2000 ft-B = 503 m, 800 ft/4100 ft-A = 1236 m, and
2000 ft-B/4100 ft-A = 1065 m. The horizontal distances are relevant to estimate
coherence from seismic surface fields between stations, whereas the total distances are
relevant to estimate coherence from body-wave fields. Whereas the 800 ft and 2000 ft-B
seismometers provided high-quality data with coherence consistent with the specified
instrumental-noise floor of the instruments, 4100 ft-A showed problems with the data
acquisition system. A frequency comb with 0.5 Hz spacing was visible in the spectra
pointing to a coupling between the timing and readout electronics. Nevertheless, the
4100 ft-A data were used for this study since the effect on the sub 0.5 Hz spectrum was
a modest increase in the noise floor. It should be emphasized that this excess noise
cannot be attributed to the seismometer itself since previous self-noise measurements
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yielded similar noise levels for all instruments.
Horizontal and vertical channels have very similar spectra at underground sites of
the Sanford Underground Laboratory [15]. Nevertheless, in the following, the study
of Wiener filters and feed-forward noise cancellation will only make use of the vertical
seismic channels. Vertical seismic displacement is what produces the by far strongest
contribution to NN in MANGO type detectors [18]. Horizontal channels are more
relevant to seismic isolation in this frequency band, and the additional challenge of using
horizontal channels would be to disentangle tilt motion from true horizontal motion,
which makes it difficult to compare measured coherence and Wiener-filter performance
with theoretical models.
3. Wiener Filtering
In the following, we will describe feed-forward noise cancellation using seismic data.
When creating a feed-forward filter to subtract seismically induced noise in GW
detectors, the target point can either be located within the seismic isolation chain
monitored by a seismic sensor, or it can be the test mass or other optics whose
positions are read out interferometrically. The reference sensors used as filter inputs
typically include seismometers surrounding the respective optics [8, 17]. Therefore, in
the application of Wiener filtering to GW detectors, the seismometers on site can be
used to subtract noise from the detector output. Since there are in general several
input sensors and one target point, the filter configuration is also known as multipleinput, single output (MISO). The goal is to design a MISO filter that combines the
data from all seismometers to produce an optimal estimate of the motion of the target
point. This allows removal of seismic noise coupled to the detector data, including NN,
without a priori assumptions about the modal content and directionality of the seismic
waves. Instead, the filter is derived solely from the input and output data via the filter
optimization process.
The type of MISO filter produced depends on the type of noise. If the noise is
modelled as a statistically stationary process (one whose parameters are constant in
time), the optimal filter is constant in time. Then, the filter is only created once and
thereafter can be applied to the data continuously. These types of filters satisfy the
Wiener-Hopf equations and are known as Wiener filters [22]. The simplest kind of
Wiener filter to implement is a causal Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Wiener filter,
which is characterized by a vector of real numbers that represent an impulse response.
This vector is convolved with the input signal in the time domain to obtain the optimal
estimate of the noise.
The basic principle of Wiener filters is to use the output of a number of reference
traces to predict the noise of a target channel. This prediction is then subtracted from
the target channel, typically in real time, leaving the non-correlated residual. Given the
input time series ~x(k) = (xm (k)) with m = 1, . . . , M from M reference channels, and
output time series y(k) from a single target channel, we desire to create an FIR filter
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with L + 1 coefficients f~(l) = (fm (l)), l = 0, . . . , L that minimizes the residual error:
E=

N
X

y(k) −

k=1

L
X

!2

f~(l) · ~x(k − l)

(1)

l=0

where N is the number of samples. Each coefficient of the optimal filter must obey
δE
=0
(2)
δfm (l)
This constraint results in
L
X

Rxx (k − l) · f~(l) = ~cyx (k)

(3)

l=0

where Rxx is the auto-correlation of ~x, ~cyx is the cross-correlation between y and ~x, and
k ∈ 0, . . . , L. Equation (3) is known as the Wiener-Hopf equation, which represents a
series of (L + 1)M equations for the same number of optimal filter coefficients fm (l)
that must be solved simultaneously. Because the signals are real, their autocorrelation
is symmetric, Rxx (k) = Rxx (−k), resulting in a Toeplitz structure for the system of
equations, which makes it possible to apply more efficient algorithms when solving for
the filter coefficients. The noise cancellation algorithm can then be written symbolically
as a convolution (symbol ∗) [22]:
r(k) = y(k) −

M
X

(fm ∗ xm )(k)

(4)

m=1

If the noise-cancellation filter is meant to perform best during times without major
seismic disturbances such as earthquakes, then one needs to make sure that the data
used to calculate the filter coefficients are representative of quiet times. Equation (3)
shows that the optimal filter coefficient depends on the average correlation between
channels, but also on the spectra of all channels (otherwise optimal subtraction could
be achieved with a single FIR filter coefficient per input channel). These changes can
be related to specific properties of the seismic wave during strong ground motion, such
as propagation direction, or wave content (surface waves, body waves, polarization,
etc). The spectrum of a seismic disturbance is typically determined by and therefore
characteristic of its source. The typical situation however will be that the seismic field
recorded over some time is composed of many seismic waves from different sources,
and the Wiener filter calculated from it will by determined by the average correlations
between channels and their average spectra.
It should be noted that coherence between channels needs to be very high even for
“modest” noise cancellation. The ideal suppression factor r(f ) as a function of frequency
f in the case of a single reference channel is related to the reference-target coherence
c(f ) via
1
r(f ) = q
(5)
1 − c(f )2
where
c(f ) =

s˜1 (f )s˜2 (f )∗
|s˜1 (f )||s˜2 (f )|

(6)
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and s˜1 (f ) and s˜2 (f ) are the Fourier transforms of the two channels. For example, if
coherence between reference and target channels at some frequency is (0.9, 0.99, 0.999),
then the residual amplitude spectrum at that frequency will ideally be reduced by factors
(2.3, 7.1, 22) respectively. Therefore, a seismic noise reduction by a factor 50 is very
impressive and requires a channel coherence of about 0.9998. As shown in section 4.2,
this suppression factor can be achieved, but since two reference channels are used in this
study, one cannot translate this suppression into a value of two-point seismic coherence.
A two-point coherence value of 0.9998 would also lie above the theoretical expectation
(about 0.999) at least for an isotropic Rayleigh field (see for example equation (7) in
[17]).
4. Filter Results
Coherence between channels is what fully determines the Wiener filter coefficients.
Coherence is a consequence of the seismometer self noise, but also of the local geophysical
settings and properties of the seismic field. Whereas the hard rock of the Black Hills
should be beneficial to seismic coherence between stations as seismic waves are relatively
long, topographic scattering, especially in mountainous regions, may pose an ultimate
limit to what can be achieved with Wiener filtering irrespective of the sensor self
noise [31]. Another limit of subtraction performance could be related to a complex
composition of the seismic field. With the few seismometers that were used in this study,
the Wiener filter is likely not able to subtract ambient noise from body waves to the
same degree as the noise from the dominant Rayleigh waves. The latter is not obvious
though, and needs to be investigated in the future using extended underground arrays.
The basic idea is that a Wiener filter can only train on an average correlation pattern of
a seismic array. The sign of average seismic correlation between two seismometers can be
different for body and surface waves depending on the distance between them. This leads
to partial cancellation of their contributions, which affects subtraction performance.
However, if a seismic array is designed to have the ability to distinguish between body
and surface fields, then also the Wiener filter will be able to subtract contributions from
both.
Figure 1 demonstrates the performance of the filter on the seismic array data.
A Wiener filter with 1000 coefficients was calculated from 3 hours of data, and then
subsequently applied to subtract ambient seismic noise from target channels over a
period of 2 weeks. In all cases, only the vertical channels were used as target and
reference. Adding horizontal channels to the reference channels does not lead to
significant changes of the subtraction residuals since coherence between horizontal and
vertical directions is small. Due to similar coherence between horizontal channels, we
expect the subtraction results for vertical channels to hold for horizontal channels as
well. For target seismometers 800 ft and 2000 ft-B, subtraction residuals are more than a
factor 10 weaker than the original spectra over a wide range of frequencies. Subtraction
performance is significantly worse at 4100 ft-A. The reason for this is the elevated noise
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Figure 1. The plot to the left shows the medians of seismic spectra for the three
seismometers. The dash-dotted lines in black represent the global new low- and highnoise models [32]. The primary and secondary microseismic peaks are visible between
30 and 100 mHz and 0.1-0.5 Hz respectively. A line at 0.5 Hz from the data-acquisition
is also visible. On the right is the median of the the medians of the residuals for the
three seismometers. The vertical channel of the respective seismometer was the target
channel, and channels from the other two sensors were used as reference channels. The
expected subtraction for the 800 ft channel based on coherence between the 800 ft and
2000 ft-B stations is plotted in solid black.

floor of the 4100 ft-A seismometer, because of problems with the data-acquisition system
as explained in Section 2. Nevertheless, it is interesting that in all cases a residual
microseismic peak (probably two peaks generated by two different ocean-wave fields)
remains in the residual spectrum, and that this peak is larger than what is expected
from an estimate of the Rayleigh wavelength (more than 10 km) in comparison to the
horizontal station distance. This can be due to a geophysical effect, but potentially also
because of a weakly non-linear response of the seismometer.
The measured coherence between two stations can be used to calculate the spectrum
of the uncorrelated seismic noise. The result is shown as black solid line on the left of
figure 1 for the 800 ft – 2000 ft-B seismometer pair. As can be seen, the residual spectrum
of the Wiener filter lies below the coherence limit, which means that even with one
additional reference seismometer significant extra information about the seismic field
can be obtained to improve noise cancellation.
In general, Wiener filters introduce uncorrelated noise from the reference channels,
which either contributes to the limit to how much noise suppression can be achieved,
or even introduce excess noise in low-coherence bands if numerical problems at the
filter training lead to sub-optimal filters (e. g. due to complex spectral shapes of the
noise or a (too) high filter order). In the latter case, additional filters may be required to
minimize noise introduced in the low-coherence band. In this study however, correlation
between seismometers is significant below 1 Hz and only weak noise from the 4100 ft-A
seismometer above about 0.5 Hz where the subtraction residuals lie above the coherence
limits as shown in figure 1.

0
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4.1. Filter evolution with time
Slow changes of average properties of the seismic field (e. g. diurnal or seasonal cycles),
of instrumental noise, or of the system dynamics may require filter adaptation. When
implementing a Wiener filter, it is important to know how often such a filter should be
updated, or in case that the required update rate is high, if a genuine adaptive filter
technology needs to be implemented. We now study how the filter coefficients evolve
over time by recalculating the Wiener filter regularly.
We begin by examining filter evolution on day-long timescales by computing a
filter every 128 s. An update scheme this fast is certainly not meant to be used in real
applications and only serves to illustrate filter variations. The target seismometer is at
the 800 ft station. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the Wiener filter over the course of
a day. Results are given only for the part of the filter mapping the 2000 ft-B reference
channel. Instead of directly showing the FIR coefficients, the filter is represented in
the frequency domain to make it easier to connect its variation with properties of the
seismic field.
The fluctuations in the seismic spectra predominantly result in changes in the high
frequency portion of the filter. The major variations in this portion coincide with high
amplitude events in the seismic spectra. Due to its high frequency, this noise is likely
local and therefore anthropogenic in origin. The histogram of filter magnitude variations
is shown in the top right plot. The distribution widens at high frequency, while it is
narrowest around the oceanic microseisms. This is consistent with the fact that oceanic
microseisms are stationary over the course of a day, whereas local noise below and
above the microseismic peak is strongly non-stationary. It is maybe surprising that
the low-frequency part of the filter does not vary as much as the seismic field itself,
but important are variations of correlation between all channels. In the case of high
correlation between channels during quiet time as is the case at lower frequencies, the
effect of strong ground motion on correlation would simply be to increase correlation
from say 0.9 to 0.95, which means that also the filter response should be expected to vary
accordingly. Correlation is however small at higher frequencies during quiet times, and
is increased significantly by strong ground motion, which would lead to large changes
in the Wiener filter.
Because the spectral densities of all three channels involved in the noise subtraction
are almost identical in the frequency range 0.1 Hz – 0.5 Hz, the fact that filter magnitudes
for the 2000 ft-B are smaller than 1 in this frequency range means that the 4100 ft-A
reference channel provides the missing part required for subtraction. The 4100 ft-A
contribution is smaller due to the elevated instrumental noise of its seismometer. The
filter magnitudes greater than 1 around 0.8 Hz are also expected because the target
channel is closer to the surface and therefore has a significantly greater Rayleigh-wave
amplitude at sufficiently high frequencies. Filter magnitude goes to zero at frequencies
where coherence is weak, and the optimal filter suppresses incoherent noise contribution
of the reference channel to the target channel.
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Figure 2. Filter variation over the course of a day. Filter is represented in frequency
domain by its magnitude and phase, as in a Bode plot. Top left: Time-frequency
plot of the spectra of the 800 ft seismometer. The bottom, middle, and top white
lines correspond to the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles respectively. Top right: Filter
magnitude histogram for the 2000 ft-B reference channel. Bottom left: Time-frequency
plot of the filter magnitude for the 2000 ft-B reference channel. Bottom right: Timefrequency plot of the filter phase for the 2000 ft-B reference channel.

.
Next we study how the filter evolves on month-long timescales. Figure 3 shows the
10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of residual noise of the 4100 ft-A station accumulated
over the course of two months. The filter is either updated once a day, leading to the
dashed-line percentiles, or once per week leading to the solid-line percentiles. The filter
order was 1000 calculated from 2 hours of data. The subtraction performance is almost
identical in the two cases, which means that seismic correlations averaged over one day
do not change significantly within one week. It is in fact remarkable that the residual
spectra are so similar over a wide range of frequencies.
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Figure 3. Plot comparing subtraction residuals over a month of data. The dashed
curves are its 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles using a filter that is updated once every
day. The solid lines are the percentiles of residual noise using a filter updated once
every week. The dash-dotted line in black represents the global new low-noise model
[32].

.
4.2. Optimal filter order
When designing and optimizing a Wiener filter, there are only a few tunable parameters.
This includes the number of reference channels that one uses to create the filter, as well
as what kind of additional filtering (if any) to apply to the input data. Another is the
order of the Wiener FIR filter. Implementations in GW interferometers [7, 8, 9] have
typically used thousands of filter coefficients at 64 Hz sampling rate. These filters were
calculated using 1 hour of data.
One may wonder whether the order of the most efficient Wiener filter, i. e. the filter
with minimal order achieving the subtraction goal, only depends on the bandwidth of
the noise that one wants to subtract. This assumption seems reasonable, because the
filter order and time interval between two filter coefficients determines the minimum
and maximum frequency of the filter response. It will be shown in this section that the
dependence of subtraction residuals on filter order is not so simple.
We examine the effect of filter order using three separate days of data. For each
day, filters are calculated with varying filter order. In figure 4, the performances of
the filters are compared. The plot on the left shows the noise reduction at 0.12 Hz
(arbitrarily chosen) for the three days and filter orders 1 to 1000, while the plot on the
right is the same for 0.2 Hz. Filter order 1 means simple subtraction of data with optimal
scaling factor of the input data. Subtraction performance shows less variation from one
day to the next for high filter orders, but the price paid for this stability is that the
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Figure 4. Residual noise evaluated over the three separate days as a function of filter
order for the 800 ft target channel. The residuals shown in the plot on the left are
evaluated at 0.2 Hz, whereas the residuals on the right are evaluated at 0.4 Hz.

residuals could be much less at certain days using a smaller filter order. In general, the
best subtraction performance is only achieved for specific filter orders, often degraded
substantially when changing from optimal filter order to slightly higher or smaller orders.
In addition, the optimal filter order is not the same every day. However, the plots also
show that even though choosing the optimal filter order depends on target frequency
and varies between days, it is still possible to identify ranges of filter order that work
better than others. For example, for the two frequencies 0.2 Hz and 0.4 Hz, figure 4
shows that a filter order slightly below 100 would be a better choice instead of a very
high filter order around 1000.
A full histogram of residuals achieved for the day represented by the blue markers in
figure 4 accumulated from all filter orders between 1 and 1000 is shown in figure 5. Even
though dependence of the residuals on filter order seems modest at most frequencies, it
should be emphasized that even a factor 1.5 in residual noise can be significant especially
with respect to NN, which directly contributes to the detection band. These results
suggest that an adaptive filter technology that includes modifications of the filter order
could lead to significantly decreased residuals.
Figure 6 shows the MANGO GW detector target spectrum, as well as the NN
estimate and its residual after coherent cancellation using the optimal filter settings.
This assumes that the NN is subtracted by the same factor as achieved in the analysis.
Under this assumption, the factor of 50 subtraction is a first step on the way to the
factor of 1000 required to reach target sensitivities for a MANGO GW detector.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that we can achieve more than an order of
magnitude noise cancellation between about 0.05-0.5 Hz using Wiener filters with only
a few seismometers separated by a distance of order 500 m. We have demonstrated how
this subtraction will be beneficial for future low-frequency GW detectors. We have also
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Figure 5. The plot shows the histogram of residual spectra for the 800 ft target
channel achieved by each of the 1000 filter orders for the day represented by the blue
markers in figure 4. The bottom, middle, and top white lines correspond to the 10th,
50th, and 90th percentiles respectively. The dash-dotted lines in black represent the
global new low- and high-noise models [32]. The original spectra of the 800 ft channel
is plotted in solid black.

shown that this subtraction performance can be achieved without regularly updating the
filter, indicating that the average properties of seismic fields do not change significantly
over timescales of weeks in this frequency band. This is beneficial for realizations in
future GW detectors as it simplifies the application of the method to their output.
However, in the attempt to optimize noise cancellation, it was found that filter order
plays an important role. At frequencies below 0.1 Hz, subtraction residuals varied almost
by an order of magnitude for filter orders between 1 – 1000. Whereas continuous
optimization of filter order may not be feasible in many applications, especially in
system control, the results also show that there are ranges of filter order with nearoptimal subtraction performance over a broader range of frequencies. These filter orders
maintain near-optimal performance over days.
As shown in various publications in the past, Wiener filters can be used to efficiently
subtract noise from data off-line, or in real time by means of feed-forward noise
cancellation. In this paper, we focused on subtraction of coherent seismic noise, but
many other applications are conceivable and have already been applied in previous
generations of GW detectors, often forming an important part of the detector design.
Wiener filters can subtract broadband noise as well as narrow-band features such as
noise lines, and they will therefore play an important role in future detectors, and also
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Figure 6. The MANGO GW detector target spectrum, as well as the NN estimate and
its residual after suppression by the factor that was achieved with seismic data. There
is about a factor of 50 subtraction across the microseism. A further order of magnitude
subtraction will be required to achieve MANGO GW detector target sensitivity.

serve as a starting point for the development of more advanced filter technologies.
These results are important as we have achieved factor of 50 subtraction in the
low-frequency GW detectors band. For seismic NN, you would need another factor of
20 reduction to achieve 10−20 in strain sensitivity. Our work corresponds to the first test
bed of noise subtraction in this band for these detectors. Although there is no direct
connection to LIGO-like interferometers due to the low-frequency band, we are exploring
pushing Wiener-filter subtraction to its limits and how to maximize its efficacy. With
the installation of a larger seismic array, hopefully with good data quality above 1 Hz,
subtraction above 1 Hz can be explored.
Because the residual spectra also contain a microseismic peak, it is evident that
noise cancellation is not only limited by instrumental noise. A theory that should be
tested in the future is whether the residual peak is produced by body waves instead of
surface waves. It is known that both wave types contribute to the microseisms, but it is
not clear how this affects noise cancellation. Alternatively, it is possible that topographic
scattering of seismic waves play a role. The Homestake seismic underground array will
be expanded in the future to more seismometers. This will make it possible to carry
out a number of important studies relevant to seismic-noise cancellation, which were
impossible with the array used here. The extended array will have the capabilities to
distinguish between body and surface waves, which, as explained, will be important
to explore and possibly understand seismic-noise cancellation limits. It remains to be
tested whether a larger array with greater variation in station distances would yield
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even better subtraction over a broader range of frequencies, potentially down to the
instrumental noise limit.
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